Homo imitans? Seven reasons why imitation couldn’t possibly be associative
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Many comparative and developmental psychologists believe that we are *Homo imitans*; humans are more skilled and prolific imitators than other animals, because we have a special, inborn ‘intermodal matching’ mechanism that integrates representations of others with representations of the self. In contrast, the associative sequence learning (ASL) model suggests that human infants learn to imitate using mechanisms that they share with other animals, and the rich resources provided by their sociocultural environments. This article answers seven objections to the ASL model: (i) it presents evidence that newborns do not imitate; (ii) argues that infants receive a plentiful supply of the kind of experience necessary for learning to imitate; (iii) suggests that neither infants nor adults can imitate elementally novel actions; (iv) explains why non-human animals have a limited capacity for imitation; (v) discusses the goal-directedness of imitation; (vi) presents evidence that improvement in imitation depends on visual feedback; and (vii) reflects on the view that associative theories steal ‘the soul of imitation’. The empirical success of the ASL model indicates that the mechanisms which make imitation possible, by aligning representations of self with representations of others, have been tweaked by cultural evolution, not built from scratch by genetic evolution.

1. Introduction

In everyday English, ‘imitation’ refers to all kinds of copying, from choosing a house in the same neighbourhood to mimicking a facial expression. But, in many areas of psychology and neuroscience, and in this article, ‘imitation’ is reserved for cases where there is a topographic resemblance between the behaviour of the copier (or ‘observer’ or ‘self’) and the agent who is copied (‘model’, ‘other’); where the parts of the observer’s body move in the same way relative to one another as the parts of the model’s body. For example, the eyebrows move upwards relative to the eyes, or the torso swivels relative to the hips. This kind of copying is of special interest because it is necessary for the development of culture-specific skills such as communicative gestures and ritualistic body movements [1], and promotes cooperative social interaction [1,2]. Topographic copying is also important because, in many cases, it has proved remarkably difficult to explain how representations of the self could be aligned with representations of the other in ways that make it possible to imitate. Imitation presents a self-other ‘correspondence problem’ [3].

Focusing on the imitation of facial gestures, Meltzoff & Moore [4, p. 179] elucidated this problem: ‘Infants can see the adult’s face but cannot see their own faces. They can feel their own faces move, but have no access to the feelings of movement in the other. By what mechanism can they connect the felt but unseen movements of the self with the seen but unfelt movements of the other?’

Psychologists, who have been working on the correspondence problem for nearly a century, have come up with two kinds of solution: transformational and associative [5]. Transformational theories suggest that the problem is solved by mechanisms that convert a visual representation of the model’s action, derived from observation, into a ‘symbolic’ or ‘intermodal’ representation, and that this intermediate (neither visual nor motor) representation enables observers both to produce the same actions as the model and, as a means to this end, to recognize the similarity between their own actions and those of the model. In contrast, associative theories suggest that the correspondence problem is solved by direct connections between visual and motor representations of...
action, and these connections enable observers to produce the same actions as the model ‘blindly’, without explicitly representing the relationship—of similarity or dissimilarity—between the model’s and the observers’ actions. In recent years, transformational and associative theories have been opposed, not only in the study of imitation, but also in research on the origin and function of mirror neurons. In this case, the ‘adaptation’ or ‘genetic’ account offers a transformational theory of mirror neurons [6–8].

In contemporary research on imitation, the dominant transformational theory is Meltzoff & Moore’s [4] active intermodal matching (AIM) model, and the leading associative theory is the associative sequence learning (ASL) model [9,10]. AIM suggests that, when it comes to imitation, there is a fundamental discontinuity between humans and other animals. We are ‘Homo imitans’ [11]. Humans are more skilled and more prolific imitators than any other animals because only humans have an inborn, genetically inherited ‘module’ for imitation: an intermodal matching mechanism that can map representations of the self on to representations of others. In contrast, ASL suggests that there is continuity between imitation in human and non-human animals. Human infants learn to imitate using associative mechanisms that we share with other animals, and our prodigious imitative capacity is due primarily to the rich resources provided by our sociocultural environments (see reason IV below).

The ASL model differs from previous associative theories of imitation in several respects: (i) It is not ‘behaviourist’. The ASL model assumes that behaviour is caused by internal representations—percepts, memories, motor programmes—and learning constitutes changes in internal representation that can be inferred from, but are not always manifest in, behaviour. (ii) It distinguishes ‘vertical associations’, direct connections between visual and motor representations that solve the correspondence problem, from ‘horizontal associations’, connections among visual representations and among motor representations that give rise to new sequences of actions. (iii) It suggests that vertical associations are built by contingent visuomotor experience. For example, an infant’s visual representation of mouth opening (MO) becomes connected with her motor representation of MO when, in a certain context, she is more likely to see MO than other events around the same time that she is performing MO. Reinforcement for MO is not necessary for the establishment of a vertical association. (iv) The ASL model identifies a number of sources in everyday life of the contingent visuomotor experience necessary for the formation of vertical associations: mirror self-observation, being imitated by others, synchronous action (when two or more agents respond at the same time, and in the same way, to an external stimulus) and acquired equivalence experience (e.g. hearing the same ‘popping’ sound when I open my mouth and, on other occasions, when I observe you opening your mouth). (v) The ASL model has been supported by a wide range of experiments with adult participants using behavioural and neurophysiological measures [10].

In spite of the ASL model’s empirical support, the suspicion lingers in the minds of many that something as important and intriguing as imitation couldn’t possibly be based on simple associative mechanisms. This article examines seven objections to the ASL model that have been raised in recent years. It argues in each case that, although the objection is initially appealing, it does not stand up against the evidence from studies of imitation in both human infants and non-human animals.

2. Reason I: Newborns can imitate

Newborns have had relatively little opportunity to learn. Therefore, if newborns could imitate a range of gestures, it would imply that imitation is mediated, not by learned vertical associations, but by some kind of inborn mechanism. However, in common with previous surveys [12], a recent, comprehensive review of research on imitation in newborns [13] found a reliable matching effect only for one gesture—tongue protrusion—and evidence that this effect does not have the specificity one would expect of imitation [14,15]. As figure 1 illustrates, for most of the other gestures that have been tested, the number of published experiments reporting failure to find imitation in newborns exceeds the number reporting positive evidence.

Simpson et al. [16] suggested that this measure, the number of published experiments, gives a misleading impression because it does not take account of the sample size in each study. It is certainly not sufficient simply to count experimental outcomes, which is why Ray & Heyes [13] provided detailed methodological analysis of the whole corpus of imitation experiments involving newborns. However, the specific concerns expressed by Simpson et al. were unfounded. As the numbers above the bars in figure 1 indicate, aside from tongue protrusion, the average sample size in experiments reporting negative results was generally higher than the average sample size in experiments reporting positive results. Counting published studies may be misleading, but in the opposite direction to that anticipated by Simpson et al.: owing to publication bias, it is likely that this method overlooks a large number of unpublished failures to find evidence of imitation in newborns [17].

On close examination, studies of non-human primates also suggest that neonatal imitation is not a reliable phenomenon. For example, Ferrari et al. [18] reported imitation of tongue protrusion and lip-smacking in 3-day-old monkeys, but the effects were not present on days 1, 7 and 14 post-partum, and it is not clear whether they were replicated in a subsequent study using a similar procedure [6,19].

3. Reason II: Infants do not get the right kind of experience

The ASL model suggests that imitation is made possible by vertical associations—direct, bidirectional excitatory links between visual and motor representations of the same action—which are established when the observer experiences a contingent relationship between seeing and doing the same action [13]. ASL’s emphasis on contingency follows the discovery, nearly 50 years ago, that associative learning does not depend solely on contiguity. For two event representations to become connected, the learner must experience the corresponding events, not only close together in time (contiguity), but in a predictive relationship (contingency; [20]): where the probability of the second event is higher when the first event has occurred than when the first event has not occurred. This overcomes Piaget’s [21] worry that associations could not provide a basis for imitation (or any other behaviour), because there would be too many of them. For example, if contiguity
was sufficient, a motor representation of MO might become associated, not just with a visual representation of MO, but also with visual representations of every stimulus that infants had happened to look at while opening their mouths.

However, it might be thought that, because contingency is required for association, ASL has a complementary ‘erosion problem’. For example, although there are a variety of contexts in which doing MO predicts seeing MO, and vice versa (e.g. when infants are being imitated by adults, or looking in a mirror, while repeatedly opening their mouths), these are not the only circumstances in which infants open their mouths. Infants also engage in MO while, for example, looking at their hands or at toys, and when their eyes are closed. Would not these episodes, when the infant is doing MO without seeing MO, erode the contingency between seeing and doing, and thereby prevent the formation of a vertical association?

This is a coherent and interesting objection but it overlooks a fundamental fact about associative learning: it occurs in a context, not in a vacuum. When a contingency between two events is experienced in one context but not in another—for example, when the lights are on, but not in the dark—the more enduring, background stimuli that constitute the context are drawn into the learning process; they become part of the association itself, or capable of activating and deactivating the association between event representations [22,23]. This kind of contextual control is likely to be strong in the case of facial expressions, because the relevant contingencies—e.g. between doing and seeing MO—are typically experienced only in the presence of a highly salient contextual stimulus, i.e. a face occupying a large proportion of the visual field. Thus, associative learning theory predicts that, rather than preventing the formation of a vertical association, doing MO without seeing MO, for example while looking at hands or toys, would firmly attach the vertical association with the face context. Consequently, the impulse to imitate MO should be stronger when MO is presented as part of a face than when it is presented against a different background.

4. Reason III: What about imitation of novel actions?

Actions vary on many dimensions and therefore they can be ‘novel’ in a variety of ways. For example, an action can be ‘new’ in the sense that it is performed faster than on previous occasions, with greater force, at a new location, or with novel topography, i.e. new spatial relations among different parts of the body. Two kinds of topographic novelty, sequential and elemental, are especially interesting in relation to imitation. In the former case, action units, characterized by their topography, are performed in a new combination or sequence. For example, if I had in the past touched the tip of my right thumb to the tip of each finger on my right hand, but never done so in the order ring–index–middle–little, then this sequence of thumb to finger contacts would be sequentially novel. In the case of elemental novelty, a new topographic relation is formed within an action unit. For example, I might touch the tip of my right index finger with the tip of my right little finger for the very first time.

ASL explains the imitation of sequentially novel actions with reference to horizontal associations, and this aspect of the model has not been challenged. However, some researchers have suggested that infants can imitate elementally novel actions, and that this shows that the ASL model must be wrong.

It is certainly true that it would be difficult for ASL to explain convincing evidence of the imitation of elementally novel actions. The model says that, in order to imitate an action unit, X, the observer must have a vertical association
for X, and the formation of a vertical association for X requires the observer to perform X. Thus, in order to imitate X now, the observer must have done X at least once before. However, there is no compelling evidence that infants—or even adults—are able to imitate elementally novel actions.

One of the most widely cited potential examples of the imitation of an elementally novel action was presented by Meltzoff & Moore [24]. They reported that six-week-old infants imitated ‘TPside’, i.e. protrusion and retraction of the tongue between the lips at an angle to the body midline. Their data showed that, on the third of three test days, infants who had seen an adult performing TPside were more likely to make at least one TPside response than infants, combined for analysis, who had seen an adult performing TPmid (protrusion of the tongue along the body midline), performing MO or making no oral movements. This is an interesting result, but it needs to be interpreted with caution for several reasons: it comes from a single study; the effect was found only on 1 of 3 days of testing (see reason VI below); it was not reliable when the infants who had observed TPside were compared directly with those who had observed TPmid; it was not reflected in TPside frequency data; and the article did not report inter-rater reliability for TPside versus TPmid judgements or, crucially, any evidence that TPside was an elementally novel action for the infants who were supposed to have imitated TPside responses. Therefore, to provide sound evidence of the imitation of an elementally novel action, Meltzoff and Moore’s result would need to be replicated with much more robust methods.

Another potential example comes from recent studies suggesting that infants can imitate bowing, i.e. bending from the waist, so that the head moves forward and down relative to the rest of the body [25–27]. It has been suggested that ASL cannot explain infant imitation of bowing, because the act of bowing typically makes the actor look down towards the floor. Therefore, even if infants bow while confronting a mirror, or in the presence of another agent who is also bowing, they are unlikely to see the bowing action—to receive the kind of contingent visual experience necessary for the formation of a vertical association relating to bowing. This is an ingenious argument but, to be convincing, it needs to be supported by evidence. Specifically, we need to find out whether infants really do look down whenever they bow in everyday life, and whether they imitate bowing. At present, there is evidence that infants copy a ‘head-touch’ response: under certain conditions, observation of an adult bending from the waist to touch a light box with her forehead increases the probability that infants will also bend their heads [25]. However, this could be ‘effector matching’ rather than ‘movement matching’ (i.e. imitation), two phenomena that have been clearly dissociated in adult participants [28,29]. In other words, observation of bowing may not encourage infants specifically to produce bowing actions. Rather, observation of large head movements—any large head movements—may increase the probability that infants will move their own heads, and thereby the likelihood that, when they try to make contact with a desirable object—the light box—they will be scored as having done it with their heads [30].

In summary, the imitation of elementally novel actions, by infants or any other kind of agent, would present an interesting challenge for the ASL model, but there is currently no evidence that any agent is capable of this kind of imitation.

5. Reason IV: Other animals cannot imitate

ASL suggests not only that humans learn to imitate, but that we do not use any fancy, specialized cognitive machinery to do this learning. All that is needed ‘on the inside’ is a domain-general, taxon-general capacity for associative learning; the very same kind of learning that produces Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning in the laboratory. But if the development of imitation depends on associative learning, and the capacity for associative learning is taxon-general—present in a broad range of vertebrate and invertebrate species [31]—why are not all animals expert imitators?

There are two reasons: first, other animals lack resources ‘on the outside’. For example, they do not have optical mirrors; action words to provide acquired equivalence experience; extended periods of development in which, at least in some cultures, adults regularly imitate juveniles; or the kinds of rituals, drills and games—often involving music and dance—which provide humans with rich opportunities to see and do the same actions contingently. Some human rituals and games may even have the function of promoting the development of imitation; they may have culturally evolved for the ‘purpose’ of expanding the range of action units that children can imitate [1,32]. Second, other animals are much more limited in their capacity to encode novel sequences of stimuli, and therefore, in their ability to form horizontal associations among visual representations of action [33]. Consequently, even when they get the experience necessary to establish vertical associations, and thereby to solve the correspondence problem, animals are limited in their capacity to imitate new sequences of action.

However, there is now ample evidence that other animals have some capacity for imitation, and this evidence is consistent with ASL. It suggests that the development of imitation in non-human primates is highly experience-dependent [34,35] and, even in species that are distantly related to humans, such as birds, imitation is not merely a ‘trick’, but based on the same psychological mechanisms as human imitation. For example, Richards et al. [36] gave observer budgerigars access to a stopper immediately or 24 h after the observers had watched a video of a conspecific model either pecking or stepping on the stopper to obtain access to food. The observers performed the action they had observed, pecking or stepping, with higher frequency in both tests, suggesting that budgerigars are capable of ‘deferred imitation’ or ‘imitation from memory’, a capacity previously thought to be uniquely human [24].

6. Reason V: Imitation can be goal-directed

Sometimes, even adult humans imitate automatically; without intending to imitate, and in ways that interfere with ongoing tasks [37]. However, human imitation can also be highly selective and goal-directed. Actions that are observed to have happy results for the model—to be rewarded—are more likely to be imitated by both children and adults than actions that had unhappy results—the omission of reward, or the delivery of punishment—when performed by the model [38].

The duality of imitation, the fact that it is sometimes automatic and sometimes goal-directed, is entirely compatible with ASL because this model is built on contemporary associative learning theory, not on stimulus–response (S–R) behaviourism [39,40]. The latter suggested that all learning involves the formation of associations between stimuli (e.g. the sight of MO) and responses (e.g. the performance of MO),
such that, whenever the stimulus is encountered, the response will be produced automatically. In contrast, contemporary associative learning theory (i) recognizes that S–R learning makes overt production of the response likely but not inevitable when the stimulus is encountered, and (ii) sees S–R learning as just one part of the associative learning story. When we make or observe an action (R) with an outcome (S*) in a context (S), we (adults, infants, non-human animals) learn, not only what to do in this context (S–R associations), but what outcome that action is likely to have (R–S*; [40]). Consequently, although ASL suggests that vertical associations are formed through S–R (and R–S) learning, it does not imply that observation of an action for which the observer has a vertical association will always and everywhere ignite an overt imitative response. Rather, once a vertical association is in place, observation of an action will activate a corresponding motor representation, producing a conscious or unconscious ‘urge’ to produce the action, but this urge can be inhibited or facilitated according to what the observer knows—via R–S* learning and by other means—about their situation and the likely consequences of performing the action.

More specifically, the covert activation of motor representations via vertical associations enables observational learning, i.e. learning about action outcomes by observation of their consequences when performed by a model. Consider, for example, an experiment by Akins & Zentall [41,42] in which Japanese quail observed conspecific models pecking or stepping on a pedal, when pedal depression resulted in the delivery of food to the model or had no programmed consequences. In a subsequent test, the observers imitated their models’ pecking or stepping action only if they had seen the behaviour rewarded. This result indicates that imitation in birds can be goal-directed, and thereby supports ASL by suggesting that complex psychological processes are not required for goal-directed imitation. ASL proposes that the quails’ imitative behaviour was sensitive to model reward, because, during observation, the sight of the model’s response activated a motor representation of the same response in the observer (by virtue of a vertical association), and this motor activation predicted an event that was rewarding for the observer, i.e. the sight of food and/or feeding. Consequently, the observers in the model rewarded group learned an R–S* association between the modelled action and its consequences, which promoted performance of imitative responses on test.

Thus, the fact that imitation can be goal-directed, in human and non-human animals, does not present a challenge to the ASL model.

7. Reason VI: Imitation improves without visual feedback

Associative theories of imitation suggest that the correspondence problem is solved by a process that does not calculate or explicitly represent the topographic similarity between the model’s and the observer’s actions; the similarity between the other and the self. When the visual and motor representations connected by a vertical association are representations of the same action, activation of the visual representation by observation of a model’s action is apt to produce a topographically similar response by the observer; to solve the correspondence problem. But, the process—the transfer of excitation from a visual to a motor representation via a learned association—does not ‘know’ that the visual and motor representations are of topographically equivalent actions. It would proceed in exactly the same way if, as a result of prior learning, the association was between a visual representation of one action, say MO, and a motor representation of a different action, for example lip protrusion. In contrast, transformational theories of imitation suggest that the correspondence problem is solved by a process that somehow computes the degree of topographic similarity between the model’s and the observer’s actions. For example, Meltzoff and Moore’s transformational theory suggests that the AIM mechanism represents the ‘the equivalence between the acts of self and other’ [43]; it compares the topography of the model’s action with the topography of the infant’s early attempts to copy the model’s action, and guides the infant’s further attempts by progressively reducing the disparity between the two topographies.

In support of the AIM proposal, Meltzoff & Moore [24] reported that, with successive opportunities to observe an adult performing TPside, and to make responses, infants tended to produce actions that were increasingly similar to TPside. The infants in this experiment were not selectively rewarded for responses approximating to TPside, and they did not receive visual feedback; they could not see their own responses. Therefore, if the infants’ imitation of TPside really did improve over trials, it would suggest that AIM is right: infant imitation is guided by a mechanism that can compute, and progressively maximize, the topographic similarity between the model’s and observer’s actions. But, it is not clear whether the infants’ imitation really did improve over trials. Meltzoff and Moore analysed their data in a way that left open the possibility that their infants’ simply made larger, more vigorous, responses as they became more familiar with the testing situation, or more aroused by repeated presentation of TP [12,13].

The results of a recent experiment with adult participants [44] suggest that the infants tested by Meltzoff and Moore were responding more vigorously rather than improving their imitation. In the adult study, participants were shown a target facial expression, and allowed a series of attempts to imitate the target, with explicit instructions to improve their imitative performance over trials. This experiment used for the first time precise, fully automated procedures to measure imitation. These procedures revealed that adults who were given the task with visual feedback—allowed to see each of their attempts to imitate—showed steady improvement over trials. However, adults who did not receive visual feedback—who were tested under the same conditions as Meltzoff and Moore’s infants—showed no improvement at all. In accord with ASL, this outcome suggests that the mechanism that solves the correspondence problem does not compute the topographic similarity between the model’s and the observer’s actions. Adults may have other, language-based mechanisms that allow them to make explicit judgements about the topographic relations between different actions, but the results reported by Cook et al. suggest that these are not the mechanisms that solve the correspondence problem for imitation.

8. Reason VII: Associative explanations steal ‘the soul of imitation’

The final objection to be considered in this article may be the most important, the greatest obstacle faced by associative
accounts of imitation, but it is also the hardest to pin down: many researchers feel that associative explanations are boring; they take the magic out of that which they explain. For example, Meltzoff [43, p. 55] has suggested that, when a solution to the correspondence problem does not appeal to mechanisms computing the similarity between observed and executed actions, ‘the soul of imitation has been snatched away’.

I suspect that no amount of argument or evidence could counteract this feeling that ASL, or any associative account, is a bad fairy threatening to steal the soul of imitation. It is a matter of intellectual taste. The suggestion that simple mechanisms can produce subtle and complex psychological phenomena is, for some researchers, brash and disenchanted. For others, like me, it is exhilarating; it suggests that Mother Nature can build grand edifices out of simple, uniform blocks, and that—if we are willing to tackle deep conceptual and methodological problems—fascinating, scientific mysteries can be penetrated. Rather than argue logically for the latter view, all I can do is describe what the explanatory landscape looks like from this side, where associative explanations are appealing. From here, the dominant transformational theory of imitation, the AIM model, looks like an unsatisfactory ‘Chinese box explanation’ [45]. In Moliere’s play, The imaginary invalid, physicians ‘explain’ the power of opium to induce sleep by saying that it has ‘dormitive virtue’; it contains something, the nature of which is unspecified, that causes sleep. Similarly, AIM ‘explains’ the power of observers to solve the correspondence problem by saying that they have ‘AIM’: something inside, the nature of which is unspecified, that solves the correspondence problem. The AIM model tells us that this ‘something inside’ computes topographic similarity, but it does not tell us how it performs these computations. It tells us where (inside) but not how the correspondence problem is solved. This explanatory strategy may ‘save the soul of imitation’, but isn’t science about solving, rather than preserving, mysteries?

9. Conclusion

Humans are gifted imitators, and imitation plays an important part in making human minds and human lives very different from those of other animals. Imitation enables us to acquire gestures and skills that mark us out as members of particular cultural groups, gives us a sense of belonging, promotes cooperation and contributes to cultural evolution, the accumulation of knowledge and improvement of skills over generations [46]. When humans are especially good at something, compared with other animals, and when our skill has important consequences, there is a strong temptation to assume that it must be underwritten by very special psychological processes; that genetic evolution has given us a way of thinking that is completely absent in other animals. The ASL model, defended here, suggests that this is not true of imitation. The mechanisms that make imitation possible, by aligning representations of self with representations of others, are associative mechanisms that we share with a great many other animals. Our prodigious capacity for imitation is due to tweaking rather than wholesale reconstruction [30]. Genetic and cultural evolution have added some domain-general capacity for sequence processing, and cultural evolution has enriched the environment in which humans learn to imitate, but the basic mechanisms that solve the correspondence problem—that link self with other for imitation—are the same in us as they are in ‘dumb’ animals. So, are we Homo imitans? Yes, in that we are great imitators. No, because we are made that way, not by Mother Nature, but by learning and culture.
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